Statement of interest for GSC Vice President of Administration and Finance 2021-2022

“Best administration’s takes decision making power to the people”

I am Poorna Chandra, a first-year graduate student mastering Business Analytics at the college of business. The Graduate student council of the University of North Texas has been phenomenal in bringing students and university organizations, offices, and administration together by taking decision-making power directly towards students with the help of student-elected electoral bodies. An organization like GSC is key to any institute especially for educational institutes to administer effectively and to suggest best to the offices of administration while taking any decisions and in reviewing existing programs within a sustainable budget.

I would like to nominate myself as a Vice President of Administration and Finance of the Graduate Student Council to extend GSC services further with efficient administrative ideas as well as balanced finances. I had been a member of the treasurer committee during my bachelor's for the university anniversary event, which looks into funding for an anniversary event and different organizational tasks, funding is one of the key attributes to any organization to sustain on its own. We as a team had made a long stride in university administrations and sustainable finances by taking benefits directly towards students after analyzing several feedbacks about existing programs and implementing novel programs which were turned out to be successful eventually.

I have been a good ambassador to myself and to the organizations where I had been a member and I strongly believe organization goal comes first when you are working for an organization, the same attitude brought me several appreciations throughout my career particularly for my management and organizational skills from my previous organizations. If elected for this role as a Vice President of Administration and Finance, I will continue to serve the best of my abilities in expanding GSC services for every student’s success.

Please contact me for any further information/queries, absolutely any time on the below-mentioned channels.

Poorna Chandra Konduru
Phone No: 940-287-4358
Email: poornachandarakonduru@my.unt.edu